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	                What our clients say

	                
	                  
	                    	Peter G.
	Tom Pidcock
	Susan
	Ed H
	MJ


	                  

	                  
	                    	
															
																"Very very personalised service. You arrive, they expect you, greet you by first name, have checked your file from past visits and set out very clearly what the process will be, what issues they're looking to address and how and they are happy to take the time to walk you through everything in layman's terms. Almost any professional service entity could learn a lot from how Cyclefit works. "

																Peter G.
																																	
				                            Recreational rider
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"Honestly these are great (custom orthotics). My feet feel totally balanced and stable and I‘m not searching for the pedal when I want to push it. They’ve made a massive difference.”"

																Tom Pidcock
																																	
				                            Olympic MTB Gold Medallist
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"The personal service from both Phil and Julian is second to none. They have such a wealth of experience in fitting that they can almost tell at a glance if something is just a little off. It felt as though it didn't matter how long it took to get the best position possible - even for an amateur cyclist like myself. Can't recommend them enough."

																Susan
																																	
				                            Cyclist
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"A great service, full of personal touches as well as the "harder" scientific analysis of my position on the bike, which was also excellent. I feel more planted on the bike now, and came away with some really useful feedback from the session."

																Ed H
																																	
				                            London Dynamo Rider
				                          

																															

														
	
															
																"A highly personalized and very friendly service, giving good advice and adjustments that are helpful whatever level of cyclist you are."

																MJ
																																	
				                            Cyclist
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							The Fire Station

14 West Central Street

Bloomsbury

London

WC1A 1JH

							020 7430 0083
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